The Apartment Turnover company is a one stop solution for apartment and
property managers for managing all of their apartment turnover and renovation
needs. Apart from providing turnover services, they use cutting edge technology
to manage their processes at each step of their services.
The Challenge – Why did we do it?
When Apartment Turnover Team started with their services they used
spreadsheets and other manual methods to track their clients and the
respective properties and the required tasks for the turnover and renovation
services. Soon, they realized that the manual record keeping and tracking was
cumbersome and not very efficient. So to overcome they got the turnover
mobile app developed.
The app solved many of the challenges faced by Apartment Turnover Team aka ATT. Soon they wanted more features
built in with the ease of being able to add clients, their properties and the related tasks more quickly and be able to
track them even more efficiently as now they were well versed with their niche market and knew what went into the
tunover of a property / apartment. They wanted an advanced system which was simple and easy to use and yet covered
all their requirements. So for this they got a portal developed with was developed using React as the frontend
technology and .Net Core as the server side technology. But with the React solution, ATT were not happy with the way
their UI looked as well as user experience was also not as per their expectations.
Our Solution – What did we do?
Technousa studied their existing portal and suggested that an Angular app would be more
suitable as a choice for frontend platform. Though most of the functionality was still in place,
some added APIs were developed in .Net Core to cover all of ATTs requirements. The existing
React frontend was converted into latest version of Angular 7. To ensure that the portal was
scalable and robust, the application was deployed on Azure.
The design mockups were converted from PSD to HTML/LESS/SASS by the frontend programmers at Technousa. The
main functionality covered under the portal is as below:
Sign in screen to enable ATT users to manage various entities online.
Users – This area was used to manage users of the portal. Add new user, edit an existing one and delete the
ones that are no longer required
Clients – This area was used to manage ATT’s clients. Under this the user could add a new client, Edit an existing
one as well as delete the ones that are no longer required.
Crew – This area was used to manage the Crew. Under this the user could add a new crew member, edit an
existing one and delete the ones that are no longer required.
Jobs – This area covered the main functionality to manage jobs related to the renovation / turnover service for a
property / apartment. The user could add a new job for a clients and his/her respective property.
Each job a details page which was used to manage the entire workflow of a job. The user could also delete a job
from its detail page.
There was detailed questionnaire associated with each job, which was filled in to under the client’s needs.
The questionnaire covered various questions related to Painting, Kitchen remodeling, bathrooms needs,
Flooring, Cleaning, etc.

The questionnaire would be available to the clients through a UTRL, so that they can fill in their detailed
requirements.
The questionnaire allowed the ATT to define various tasks related to a job. So on the job details screen, user
could add tasks under various categories and sub-categories. User could also add categories / sub-categories as
per requirements.
The tasks could be deleted as well marked as complete.
Our Process – How did we do it?

The Results and the Benefits
The upgraded portal has many added advantages of allowing the easy management of
tasks related to a job and their efficient delivery. With many clients who already trust ATT
for their turnover and renovation services, the client base is guaranteed to grow manyfold with the updated portal which captures each and every detail of the client
requirements.
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